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Abstract

I am pleased to welcome readers to the issues of Case Reports and Reviews: Open Access and Gnoscience, as I start my year as the Editor-in-Chief of the Case Reports and Reviews: Open Access.

My goal as an editor is to make sure that you, the readers, can be assured that the time you spend with Case Reports and Reviews will be filled with the most important, creative, scholarly, and meaningful articles, studies, and essays produced by members of our community.

1. Welcome Message

Gnoscience provides a forum for educators, researchers, clinicians, and practitioners to share their best ideas to improve health and medical care for the public. I believe that through the sharing of our creativity and ideas we can envision the future of health care and inspire our readers to take actions that will turn the ideas into reality. Gnoscience group is an international and innovative Open Access e-publisher. It is a non-profit organization. As an Open Access publisher, we create an amazing platform for scholars and researchers intending to promote unfold knowledge among the scientific community worldwide in the discipline of Clinical, Medical, Life science, and Engineering. We act as a bridge between the researcher and scientific community and work together as a team for a better tomorrow.

The Journal seeks to publish articles that advance our knowledge and understanding of the difficult challenges faced by medical schools, teaching hospitals, and the communities they serve. I am particularly interested in articles that go beyond the description of problems to offer innovative scholarly solutions to the problems.
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I also welcome cases and review articles that contribute to the shared identity of health care students, faculty, investigators, and leaders through an exploration of ethical dilemmas, experiences, and programs. I encourage articles about the development of new tools to help us understand how students and faculty learn, develop expertise, and mature in their chosen fields.

We want to create a community of scholars, thinkers, and visionaries through the discourse that appears in its pages but honors the past through understanding the forces that have created our current dilemmas and find the threads leading forward to our future. As editor-in-chief of Case Reports and Reviews, I am excited about the journal’s opportunity to influence the future through the dissemination of exciting cases, motivating reviews, ideas and the journal’s role in providing a forum to celebrate the best work of our community’s scholars.

The professional editorial staff of Case Reports and Reviews developed this author resource center to give you a brief introduction to the journal and its editorial focus. If you think that we are the right, explore this Web site and read past issues of the journal.

I would like to offer my thanks and appreciation to the team of the editorial board, as well as the hard-working reviewers, our Coordinator, and to the team at Gnoscience for their efforts during the past year.

The journal is currently indexed in Google Scholar, and my goal is to appear on PubMed.

Please feel free to submit your manuscript in complete confidence that we will work appropriately and on time for publication of your work.

Sincerely,

Raul H. Morales-Borges, MD
Editor-in-Chief
Case Reports and Reviews: Open Access